Digital libraries allow geographically distributed users to access web repositories of electronic objects stored in various different media formats such as dgital text, images, amps sounds, and videos. Digital libraries are a set of e l e c t r o n i c r e s o u r c e s c o m p r i s i n g ( i ) homegrowndatabases such as OPAC, digital archives and institutional repositories and (ii) open-source and commercially driven databases of different types such as online bibliographic databases, online citation database, e-journals, e-books, and online scientific, business, government databases. Digital libraries functions include content creation, capturing, storing, searching, remote access and discovery, rights management, and preservation of content. Digital libraries possess a major potential to manipulate digital data in any medium (text, images, sounds; static or dynamic images), can exist in distributed networks, and allow users remote access through user-friendly search interface.
Initially digital libraries were organized as standalone libraries, designed to hold repositories of internally generated electronic databases. Such standalone digital libraries were constructed ona centralized architecture wherein a master index of born-digital and digitized/scanned electronic objects is created and the index together with associated content, metadata are stored on a single web server. Further such digital libraries are integrated with institute-specific website or the library-specific website for user access to homegrown databases on the web.
Centralized architecture has been used to construct big national digital libraries, and to store digital objects ofa large number of distributed libraries along with associated metadata of itemson a central web server. Users can access the content of the national digital library on web platform via a single transparent search interface. Representative examples of standalone digital libraries (national and state), but not limited to, include Digital Library of India, National Digital Library of India, and Panjab Digital Library. The concept of digital libraries in India began mid-1990s with the spread of information technologyand the internet and with funding,support and encouragement coming from the Central Government. In 1996, this concept received recognition and encouragement during the Conference on Digital Libraries organized by the Society of Information Science at Bangalore. In India, a number of digital library initiatives and digitization programsare already in operation across the country. Most of the digital library initiatives are government funded. Glimpses of these digital library programs can be found in a number of review [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] papers published from India over the last 15 years . descriptors were selected and analyzed using profiling method, parallel nearest neighbor clustering method and cluster-based network method. However, no study was available on bibliometric analysis of digital library research in India and hence the present study.
Standalone digital libraries till recently were
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OBJECTIVES §
To study the growth rate of Indian research output in digital library research, global publication share, global citation share, and citation impact per paper § To study the national share of India in terms of international collaborative publications, and share of leading collaborating partner countries § To study Indian research output by broad subject areas and the dynamics of growth and decline in digital library research § To study the publication productivity and citation impact of top 20 and 15 most productive organizations and authors § To study the modes of communication in research
METHODOLOGY
The publication data in the domain of digital libraryresearch in India was retrieved and downloaded from the Scopus database (http://www.scopus.com) covering the 10 years period 2007-16. Scopus is a highly acclaimed online bibliographical multidisciplinary publication and citation database prepared by Elsevier. It indexes nearly 22,000 titles in the science, technology, medical, social sciences and humanities every year. The search strategyused for searching publications on digital library research is based on keyword search. Keywords such as "digital library*'' were used along with "Keyword tag", "Article Title tag", and ''Source Title tag''. The search output was refined by publication year from 2007 to 2016. This search strategy was used for downloading global output on digital libraries. For searching Indian output on 'digital library research',the main search strategy was refined by "India" as the search term in the "affiliating country tag''. The distribution of resultant publications output by done on several parameters such as publication-year, document type, source type, language-wise, subject-wise, keywords, source title, authorship by personal authors and by organizations, and distribution of international collaborative publications and also leading collaborative countries The study used following tags for the purpose: ''year'', ''document type'', ''source type'', ''language'', ''subject area'', ''keyword'', ''author name'', ''affiliation'', ''country/territory'' and ''source type''. The study used raw and relative bibliographical indicators to assess and understand the growth dynamics of digital library research. The raw bibliographical indicators used in the study were: growth rate, number of publications and international collaborative publications, citation per paper, h-index, etc. Activity index and relative citation index were used as relative bibliographical indicators. Conclusion: Given the fact that research activity in India in the domain of digital libraries research is confined only to a select few academic and research organizations in the country, digital library research is still not a frontier research area of the country in the discipline of library and information science. Only top 20 organizationsaccountedfor nearly one third of the total Indian output published in 10 years, the remaining two third outputis scattered across as many as 139 organizations, averaging to 1.96 papers per institution in 10 years.Theglobal publications share of the country being just 3.50% and its global citations share being as low as 2.02% in 10 years reminds us of the need to think seriously on the ways to encourage and promote digital libraries studies in terms of quantity of research as well as quality of research.
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